Become a Member of Prolympo.
Prolympo e.V., the International Association of Olympic Memorabilia Collectors offers membership to
everybody interested in the topic. If you are a collector of Olympic Memorabilia or if you are only interested in them; if you are connected to an Olympic or Sports Museum or if you are planning to develop
one; if you are a researcher, sports journalist or simply passionate about the Olympic Movement. You
are more than welcome to join Prolympo e.V. and gain access to our network of Olympic enthusiasts!
In the future you may benefit from our activities, publications and exchange of information.
Annual fees
Single Membership for Collectors		
Membership for Institutions			

€ 20.00 per year
€ 60.00 per year

Singles Membership
You may apply for a single membership, if you are a collector, want to become a collector or if you are
interested in the Olympic Movement and only want to follow our activities etc..
Institutional Membership
Museums, collections, sports associations, universities, schools and other institutional entities might
apply for this kind of membership.

PROLYMPO e.V.
International Association
of Olympic Memorabilia Collectors
Postfach/P.O.Box 710143
22161 Hamburg
Germany
T 0049 40 881 657 35
F 0049 40 881 657 36
M 0049 175 413 31 83
info@prolympo.org
www.prolympo.org

Olympic Memorabilia Collector’s Catalogue

Subscribe here

It is the goal of Prolympo to create a series of attractive, compelling publications that will engage potential collectors and add value to existing collectors, future Organizing Committees, Olympic museums,
Olympic and sport libraries, sport archives and many others. These catalogues are developed to provide
an accurate, data-rich source of information on Olympic Memorabilia. During the next years a variety
of additional volumes to topics around Olympic Memorabilia collecting will be published. The volumes are designed in ring binders in order to complete the information after new editions of Olympic
Games.
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Yes, I would like to become a Member of Prolympo
Single Membership for Collectors € 20.00 per year
Membership for Institutions
€ 60.00 per year
Yes, I would like to buy the first volume „Official Reports“
Official Reports
I‘m also interested into the other volumes and want to be informed once they‘re ready
Olympic Programs & Tickets		
Olympic Posters
Olympic Torches			
Olympic NOC-Pins
Olympic Badges & Accreditations		
Olympic Medals & Diplomas
					 Olympic Mascots			
Please choose the desired field
Volume 1: Official Reports (autumn 2016)
The History of the Official Report, the stories about each Official Reports, all printed editions showing
covers and title pages, special details, all editions in different languages , table of availability, sizes, number of pages, information about the publishers, name of the translators, reprints/reproductions, table of contents, distribution, curriculum vitae of the author(s), special or luxury editions, preparation
and background information, advertising, order form, promoting material, pricelists, packaging, manuscripts, additional volumes, design aspects, additional objects like floppy disks, LP‘s, CD‘s or DVDs,
pictorial editions, special pins, production costs, etc...
Editor: Prolympo e.V.
Supporter: DOSB (German Olympic Sports Confederation)
Content and Research: Karl Lennartz ( ), Jürgen Wagner, Markus Osterwalder and the support of many
collectors and specialists
Technical information: about 356 pages, DIN A4, ring binder in slipcase, publication in English
Selling Price: € 95,00; Subscription Price until 30th September 2016: € 80,00 (packing and postage
extra). In order to subscribe Vol. 1: Official Reports kindly send an email to info@prolympo.org or go
directly to our website www.prolympo.org

The covers of all eight volumes

What is Prolympo?
Prolympo e.V. aims to foster knowledge creation, capitation and transfer of all kind of memorabilia
dealing with the Olympic Movement, which should be made available to collectors, researchers and
museums. Olympic memorabilia are works of art and therefore have to be regarded as the cultural
property of sports. In preserving them and developing knowledge about them Prolympo e.V. makes a
significant contribution to secure important aspects of Olympic history for the purpose of education
and research.

